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Is it possible for belief or acceptance to be epistemically justified or rational without evidence? Non-evidentialism says, “Yes”. This
original edited collection explores the tenability of non-evidentialism as a response to epistemological scepticism and examines
potential applications within social psychology, psychiatry, and mathematics.
What is knowledge? Where does it come from? What kinds of knowledge are there? Can we know anything at all? This lucid and
engaging introduction grapples with these central questions in the theory of knowledge, offering a clear, non-partisan view of the
main themes of epistemology. Both traditional issues and contemporary ideas are discussed in sixteen easily digestible chapters,
each of which conclude with a useful summary of the main ideas discussed, study questions, annotated further reading and a
guide to internet resources. Each chapter also features text boxes providing bite-sized summaries of key concepts and major
philosophers, and clear and interesting examples are used throughout. The book concludes with an annotated guide to general
introductions to epistemology, a glossary of key terms, and a summary of the main examples used in epistemology, This an ideal
first textbook in the theory of knowledge for undergraduates coming to philosophy for the first time. The third edition has been
revised and updated throughout and features two new chapters, on religious knowledge and scientific knowledge, as part of a
whole new section on what kinds of knowledge there are. In addition, the text as a whole has been refreshed to keep it up to date
with current developments.
????????????1949???????????????????????????????,??????????????????
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license.This book addresses the age-old problem of infinite regresses in
epistemology. How can we ever come to know something if knowing requires having good reasons, and reasons can only be good
if they are backed by good reasons in turn? The problem has puzzled philosophers ever since antiquity, giving rise to what is often
called Agrippa's Trilemma. The current volume approaches the old problem in a provocative and thoroughly contemporary way.
Taking seriously the idea that good reasons are typically probabilistic in character, it develops and defends a new solution that
challenges venerable philosophical intuitions and explains why they were mistakenly held. Key to the new solution is the
phenomenon of fading foundations, according to which distant reasons are less important than those that are nearby. The
phenomenon takes the sting out of Agrippa's Trilemma; moreover, since the theory that describes it is general and abstract, it is
readily applicable outside epistemology, notably to debates on infinite regresses in metaphysics. The book is a potential gamechanger and a must for any advanced student or researcher in the field.
What is knowledge? What are the sources of knowledge? What is the value of knowledge? What can we know? This selection of
classic and contemporary readings covers the fundamentals of the theory of knowledge.
Epistemology, the philosophy of knowledge, is at the core of many of the central debates and issues in philosophy, interrogating
the notions of truth, objectivity, trust, belief and perception. The Routledge Companion to Epistemology provides a comprehensive
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and the up-to-date survey of epistemology, charting its history, providing a thorough account of its key thinkers and movements,
and addressing enduring questions and contemporary research in the field. Organized thematically, the Companion is divided into
ten sections: Foundational Issues, The Analysis of Knowledge, The Structure of Knowledge, Kinds of Knowledge, Skepticism,
Responses to Skepticism, Knowledge and Knowledge Attributions, Formal Epistemology, The History of Epistemology, and
Metaepistemological Issues. Seventy-eight chapters, each between 5000 and 7000 words and written by the world's leading
epistemologists, provide students with an outstanding and accessible guide to the field. Designed to fit the most comprehensive
syllabus in the discipline, this text will be an indispensible resource for anyone interested in this central area of philosophy. The
Routledge Companion to Epistemology is essential reading for students of philosophy.
What is this thing called Philosophy? is the definitive textbook for all who want a thorough introduction to the field. It introduces
philosophy using a question-led approach that reflects the discursive nature of the discipline. Edited by Duncan Pritchard, each
section is written by a high-profile contributor focusing on a key area of philosophy, and contains three or four question-based
chapters offering an accessible point of engagement. The core areas of philosophy covered are: Ethics Political Philosophy
Aesthetics Epistemology Philosophy of Mind Metaphysics Philosophy of Science Philosophy of Religion The Meaning of Life. The
accompanying Routledge companion website features valuable online resources for both instructors and students including links
to audio and video material, multiple-choice questions, interactive flashcards, essay questions and annotated further reading. This
is the essential textbook for students approaching the study of philosophy for the first time.
Philosophy for Everyone begins by explaining what philosophy is before exploring the questions and issues at the foundation of
this important subject. Key topics and their areas of focus include: Epistemology - what our knowledge of the world and ourselves
consists in, and how we come to have it; Philosophy of Science - foundational conceptual issues in scientific research and
practice; Philosophy of Mind - what it means for something to have a mind, and how minds should be understood and explained;
Moral Philosophy - the nature of our moral judgements and reactions, whether they aim at some objective moral truth, or are mere
personal or cultural preferences, and; Metaphysics - fundamental conceptual questions about the nature of reality. Designed to be
used on the corresponding Introduction to Philosophy online course offered by The University of Edinburgh, this book is also highly
recommended for anyone looking for a short overview of this fascinating discipline.

Some key aspects of contemporary epistemology deserve to be challenged, and How to Know does just that. This book
argues that several long-standing presumptions at the heart of the standard analytic conception of knowledge are false,
and defends an alternative, a practicalist conception of knowledge. Presents a philosophically original conception of
knowledge, at odds with some central tenets of analytic epistemology Offers a dissolution of epistemology’s infamous
Gettier problem — explaining why the supposed problem was never really a problem in the first place. Defends an
unorthodox conception of the relationship between knowledge-that and knowledge-how, understanding knowledge-that
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as a kind of knowledge-how.
Sven Bernecker presents a new causal theory of memory, examining a number of metaphysical and epistemological
issues crucial to the understanding of propositional or factual memory. This book provides sophisticated and
comprehensive coverage of a much neglected area of philosophy, and will also appeal to cognitive scientists and
psychologists.
New and thoroughly updated, Epistemology: An Anthology continues to represent the most comprehensive and
authoritative collection of canonical readings in the theory of knowledge. Concentrates on the central topics of the field,
such as skepticism and the Pyrrhonian problematic, the definition of knowledge, and the structure of epistemic
justification Offers coverage of more specific topics, such as foundationalism vs coherentism, and virtue epistemology
Presents wholly new sections on 'Testimony, Memory, and Perception' and 'The Value of Knowledge' Features modified
sections on 'The Structure of Knowledge and Justification', 'The Non-Epistemic in Epistemology', and 'The Nature of the
Epistemic' Includes many of the most important contributions made in recent decades by several outstanding authors
Epistemic Angst offers a completely new solution to the ancient philosophical problem of radical skepticism—the challenge
of explaining how it is possible to have knowledge of a world external to us. Duncan Pritchard argues that the key to
resolving this puzzle is to realize that it is composed of two logically distinct problems, each requiring its own solution. He
then puts forward solutions to both problems. To that end, he offers a new reading of Wittgenstein's account of the
structure of rational evaluation and demonstrates how this provides an elegant solution to one aspect of the skeptical
problem. Pritchard also revisits the epistemological disjunctivist proposal that he developed in previous work and shows
how it can effectively handle the other aspect of the problem. Finally, he argues that these two antiskeptical positions,
while superficially in tension with each other, are not only compatible but also mutually supporting. The result is a
comprehensive and distinctive resolution to the problem of radical skepticism, one that challenges many assumptions in
contemporary epistemology.
In the past thirty years epistemology has been one of the fastest moving disciplines in philosophy. The reason for the
rapid advancement is partly due to the fact that various schools and movements inside epistemology have developed
different answers to classical epistemological problems, and partly due to the fact that formal methods from logic,
probability theory and computability have been utilized to deal with many of the same issues and used for applications
outside traditional epistemology. New Waves in Epistemology reflects these changes by letting up-and-coming scholars
describe the current trends as well as discussing the prospects for future development.
This is the first book to bring together Western and Chinese perspectives on both moral and intellectual virtues. Editors
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Chienkuo Mi, Michael Slote, and Ernest Sosa have assembled some of the world’s leading epistemologists and
ethicists—located in the U.S., Europe, and Asia—to explore in a global context what they are calling, "the virtue turn." The
15 chapters have never been published previously and by covering topics that bridge epistemology and moral philosophy
suggest a widespread philosophical turn away from Kantian and Utilitarian issues and towards character- and agentbased concerns. A goal of this volume is to show students and researchers alike that the (re-)turn toward virtue underway
in the Western tradition is being followed by a similar (re-)turn toward virtue in Chinese philosophy.
Michael S. Brady offers a new account of the role of emotions in our lives. He argues that emotional experiences do not
give us information in the same way that perceptual experiences do. Instead, they serve our epistemic needs by
capturing our attention and facilitating a reappraisal of the evaluative information that emotions themselves provide.
Contrastivism can be applied to a variety of problems within philosophy, and as such, it can be coherently seen as a
unified movement. This volume brings together state-of-the-art research on the contrastive treatment of philosophical
concepts and questions, including knowledge, belief, free will, moral luck, Bayesian confirmation theory, causation, and
explanation.
Duncan Pritchard offers an original defence of epistemological disjunctivism. This is an account of perceptual knowledge
which contends that such knowledge is paradigmatically constituted by a true belief that enjoys rational support which is
both factive and reflectively accessible to the agent. Such an account poses a radical challenge to contemporary
epistemology, since according to standard views in epistemology it is simply incoherent. Pritchard shows
thatepistemological disjunctivism is both theoretically viable (i.e., that it does not succumb to the problems that it appears
to face), and an account of perceptual knowledge which we would want to endorse if it were available on account of its
tremendous theoretical potential. He argues thatepistemological disjunctivism offers a way through the impasse between
epistemic externalism and internalism, and also provides the foundation for a distinctive response to the problem of
radical scepticism.
Gerald Lang examines the role of luck in moral and political philosophy. He argues that luck plays a positive role in
determining the moral character of acts and also of agents. In political questions of justice, he argues against attempts to
neutralize luck, and in favour of an alternative approach that emphasizes fairness.
Philosophy, Science and Religion for Everyone brings together these great truth-seeking disciplines, and seeks to
understand the ways in which they challenge and inform each other. Key topics and their areas of focus include:
Foundational Issues why should anyone care about the science-and-religion debate? How do scientific claims relate to
the truth? Is evolution compatible with design? Faith and Rationality can faith ever be rational? Are theism and
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atheism totally opposed? Is God hidden or does God simply not exist? Faith and Science - what provides a better
explanation for the origin of the universescience or religion? Faith and physics: can they be reconciled? Does
contemporary neuroscience debunk religious belief? Creationism and evolutionary biology - what constitutes science and
what constitutes pseudo-science? Practical Implications is fundamentalism just a problem for religious people? What
are the ethical implications of the science-and-religion debate? What can Buddhism tell us about logic? This book is
designed to be used in conjunction with the free Philosophy, Science and Religion MOOC (massive open online
course) created by the University of Edinburgh, and hosted by the Coursera platform (www.coursera.org). This book is
also highly recommended for anyone looking for a concise overview of this fascinating discipline.
This book asks whether there any limits to the sorts of religious considerations that can be raised in public debates, and if
there are, by whom they are to be identified. Its starting point is the work of Richard Rorty, whose pragmatic pluralism
leads him to argue for a politically motivated anticlericalism rather than an epistemologically driven atheism. Rather than
defend Rorty’s position directly, Gascoigne argues for an epistemological stance he calls ‘Pragmatist Fideism’. The
starting point for this exercise in what Rorty calls ‘Cultural Politics’ is an acknowledgement that one must appeal to both
secularists and those with religious commitments. In recent years ‘reformed’ epistemologists have aimed to establish a
parity of epistemic esteem between religious and perceptual beliefs by exploiting an analogy in respect of their mutual
vulnerability to sceptical challenges. Through an examination of this analogy, and in light of Wittgenstein’s On Certainty,
this book argues that understood correctly the ‘parity’ argument in fact lends epistemological support to the argument
that religious considerations should not be raised in public debate. The political price paid—paying the price of politics—is
worth it: the religious thinker is provided with a good reason for maintaining that their practices and beliefs are not
undermined by other forms of religious life.
This volume comprises three distinct investigations into the relationship between the nature and the value of knowledge.
Each is written by one of the authors in consultation with the other two. 'Knowledge and Understanding' (by Duncan
Pritchard) critically examines virtue-theoretic responses to the problem of the value of knowledge, and argues that the
finally valuable cognitive state is not knowledge but understanding. 'Knowledge and Recognition' (by Alan Millar)
develops an account of knowledge in which the idea of a recognitional ability plays a prominent role, and argues that this
account enables us better to understand knowledge and its value. 'Knowledge and Action' (by Adrian Haddock) argues
for an account of knowledge and justification which explains why knowledge is valuable, and enables us to make sense
of the knowledge we have of our intentional actions.
Throughout history scepticism and the urge to question accepted truths has been a powerful force for change and
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growth. Today, as we are bombarded by adverts, scientific studies praising the latest superfoods, and political rhetoric, a
healthy amount of scepticism is widely encouraged. But when is such scepticism legitimate - for example, as a driver of
new ideas - and when is it problematic? And what role might adopting a sceptical outlook play in leading an intellectually
virtuous life? In this Very Short Introduction Duncan Pritchard explores both the advantages of scepticism, in challenging
outdated notions, and also how it can have unhelpful social consequences, in generating distrust. He considers the role
of scepticism at the source of contemporary social and political movements such as climate change denial, post-truth
politics, and fake news. Pritchard also examines the philosophical arguments for a radical form of scepticism which
maintains that knowledge is impossible, and explores some of the main responses to these arguments. Finally, he
considers the part scepticism might play in applying better thinking and learning to achieve a more meaningful life.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
Duncan Pritchard offers students not only a new exploration of topics central to current epistemological debate, but also a
new way of doing epistemology. This advanced textbook covers such key topics as virtue epistemology, anti-luck
epistemology, epistemological disjunctivism and attributer contextualism.
Skepticism is one of the perennial problems of philosophy: from antiquity, to the early modern period of Descartes and
Hume, and right through to the present day. It remains a fundamental and widely studied topic and, as Annalisa Coliva
and Duncan Pritchard show in this book, it presents us with a paradox with important ramifications not only for
epistemology but also for many other core areas of philosophy. In this book they provide a thorough grounding in
contemporary debates about skepticism, exploring the following key topics: the core skeptical arguments, with a
particular focus on Cartesian and Humean radical skepticism. the epistemic principles that are held to underlie skeptical
arguments, such as the closure and underdetermination principles. the content externalism of Putnam, Davidson and
Chalmers, and how it might help us respond to radical skepticism. the epistemic externalism/internalism distinction and
how it relates to the skeptical problematic. contextualism in epistemology and its anti-skeptical import. the various
interpretations of a Wittgensteinian hinge epistemology. the viability of epistemological disjunctivism, including whether it
can be combined with hinge epistemology as part of a dual response to radical skepticism. liberal and conservative
responses to the Humean skeptical paradox. Both authors are themselves prominent figures who work on skepticism,
and so one novelty of the book is that it provides an insight into their own contrasting responses to this philosophical
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difficulty. With the addition of annotated further reading and a glossary this is an ideal starting point for anyone studying
the philosophy of skepticism, along with students of epistemology, metaphysics and contemporary analytic philosophy.
This ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of social work find reliable sources of information by
directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books, chapters, and journal
articles to online archives, electronic data sets, and blogs. Written by a leading international authority on the subject, the ebook
provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary
to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related. This ebook is a static version of an article from Oxford
Bibliographies Online: Philosophy, a dynamic, continuously updated, online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance
through scholarship and other materials relevant to the study Philosophy. Oxford Bibliographies Online covers most subject
disciplines within the social science and humanities, for more information visit www.oxfordbibligraphies.com.
This book approaches classic epistemological problems from a contextualist perspective. The author takes as his point of
departure the fact that we are situated beings, more specifically that every single moment in our lives is already given within the
framework of a specific context in the midst of which we understand ourselves and what surrounds us. In the process of his
investigation, the author explores, in a fresh way, the works of key thinkers in epistemology. These include Bernard Bolzano, René
Descartes, Gottlob Frege, Edmund Husserl, Immanuel Kant and Ludwig Wittgenstein, but also contemporary authors such as
Stewart Cohen, Keith DeRose, David Lewis, Duncan Pritchard, Ernest Sosa and Charles Travis. Some of the topics covered are
attributions of knowledge, the correspondence theory of truth, objectivity and subjectivity, possible worlds, primary and secondary
evidence, scepticism, transcendentalism and relativism. The book also introduces a new contextualist thought-experiment for
dealing with moral questions. Contextualism has received a great deal of attention in contemporary epistemology. It has the
potential to resolve a number of issues that traditional epistemological approaches cannot address. In particular, a contextualist
view opens the way to an understanding of those cognitive processes that require situational information to be fully grasped.
However, contextualism poses serious difficulties in regard to epistemic invariance. This book offers readers an innovative
approach to some fundamental questions in this field.
Making Sense of the World offers original work on the nature of understanding by a range of distinguished philosophers. Although
some of the essays are by scholars well known for their work on understanding, many of the essays bring entirely new figures to
the discussion. The main purpose of the volume is twofold: to advance debates in epistemology and the philosophy of science,
where work on understanding has recently flourished, and to jumpstart new questions and debates about understanding in other
areas of philosophy, such as aesthetics, ethics, and the philosophy of religion.
New essays by leading philosophers explore topics in epistemology, offering both contemporary philosophical analysis and
historical perspectives.
"First published as Metaphilosophy volume 45, nos. 4-5 (October 2014), except for 'Luck as risk and the lack of control account of
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luck,' first published in Metaphilosophy volume 46, no. 2 (January 2015)"--Title page vers
This book focuses on applied behavior analysis (ABA) treatment of violence and aggression in persons with neurodevelopmental
disabilities. It details ABA theory and concepts leading to empirical treatment procedures that can be implemented successfully
across diverse treatment settings. Further, the book examines contemporary approaches to functional behavioral assessment
(FBA) and functional analysis (FA) in determining the environmental conditions responsible for violence and aggression. In
addition, the volume describes several evidence-supported treatment procedures that encompass antecedent-control, contingency
management, cognitive-behavior therapy, and physical intervention components. It addresses effective strategies for training and
supervising care providers, including behavioral skills training (BST), posttraining performance management, and mindfulness.
Finally, the book presents recommendations that guide effective and socially valid research-to-practice translation. Applied
Behavior Analysis Treatment of Violence and Aggression in Persons with Neurodevelopmental Disabilities is an essential resource
for researchers, clinicians/therapists, and upper-level undergraduate and graduate students in forensic psychology, public health,
criminology/criminal justice, and behavioral therapy and rehabilitation.
This advanced textbook, now in its second edition, provides an accessible overview of some of the main issues in contemporary
epistemology. Written by an expert in the field, it covers such key topics as virtue epistemology, anti-luck epistemology,
epistemological disjunctivism, epistemic value, understanding, radical scepticism, and contextualism. This book is ideal as a set
text for an advanced undergraduate or postgraduate course in epistemology, and will also be of general interest to researchers in
philosophy.
How do people form beliefs, and how should they do so? This book presents seventeen new essays on these questions, drawing
together perspectives from philosophy and psychology. The first section explores the ethics of belief from an individualistic
framework, whilst the second extends this traditional debate to issues concerning the social dimensions of belief formation.
First comprehensive exploration of the nature and value of understanding, addressing burgeoning debates in epistemology and
philosophy of science.
What is Knowledge? Where does it come from? Can we know anything at all? This lucid and engaging introduction grapples with
these central questions in the theory of knowledge, offering a clear, non-partisan view of the main themes of epistemology
including recent developments such as virtue epistemology and contextualism. Duncan Pritchard discusses traditional issues and
contemporary ideas in thirteen easily digestible sections, including: the value of knowledge the structure of knowledge virtues and
faculties perception testimony and memory induction scepticism. What is this thing called Knowledge? contains many helpful
student-friendly features including study questions, annotated further reading, a glossary and a guide to web resources. Clear and
interesting examples are used throughout. This is an ideal first textbook in the theory of knowledge for undergraduates taking a
first course in philosophy.
Performance-based epistemology conceives the normativity involved in epistemic evaluation as a special case of a pattern of
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evaluation that can be applied to any domain where there are agents that carry out performances with an aim. For example, it
conceives believing and judging as types of performances with an epistemic aim that are carried out by persons. Evaluating beliefs
epistemically becomes then a task with essentially the same structure that evaluating athletic, culinary or any other sort of
performance; in all cases the performance in question is evaluated in terms of how it relates to certain relevant competences and
abilities of the subject that carries it out. In this way, performance-based epistemology locates epistemic evaluation within a
general normative pattern that spreads across many different human activities and disciplines. This volume presents new essays
by leading epistemologists who discuss key issues concerning the foundations and applications of this approach to epistemology.
The essays in Part I examine some foundational issues in the conceptual framework. They address questions central to the
debate, including the compatibility of apt success with some forms of luck; the connection between aptness and a safety condition
for knowledge; the fallibility of perceptual recognitional abilities; actual-world reliabilism and reliabilism about epistemic justification;
the nature of the agency required to make a cognitive success truly one's own; the basic conceptual framework of performancebased epistemology. Part II explores Sosa's epistemology of a priori intuition; internalist objections to Sosa's views on secondorder knowledge; the roles that epistemic agency is meant to play in performance-based epistemology; the value that secondorder reflection may have; epistemic incompetence; and the problem of epistemic circularity and criticises Sosa's alternative
solution.
An alphabetically arranged guide to all the major epistemological debates and positions.Epistemology A-Zintroduces
undergraduate and post-graduate students in philosophy (and epistemology in particular) to the main problems and positions in
epistemology. It shows where these problems and positions connect and where they part thereby providing a valuable resource
both for following connections between ideas and for appreciating the place of key figures and concepts in the subject. The book
includes entries on some of the most important historical and contemporary contributors to the field. And all the entries are crossreferenced so that each item is placed within the context of the wider debate, resulting in a multi-layered treatment of all of the
main epistemological positions and figures.Key features* Coverage of all major positions and figures;* Clear and concise entries;*
All entries are cross-referenced.
One of the key supposed "platitudes" of contemporary epistemology is the claim that knowledge excludes luck. One can see the
attraction of such a claim, in that knowledge is something that one can take credit for--it is an achievement of sorts--and yet luck
undermines genuine achievement. The problem, however, is that luck seems to be an all-pervasive feature of our epistemic
enterprises, which tempts us to think that either scepticism is true and that we don't know very much, or else that luck is
compatible with knowledge after all. In this book, Duncan Pritchard argues that we do not need to choose between these two
austere alternatives, since a closer examination of what is involved in the notion of epistemic luck reveals varieties of luck that are
compatible with knowledge possession and varieties that aren't. Moreover, Pritchard shows that a more nuanced understanding of
the relationship between luck and knowledge can cast light on many of the most central topics in contemporary epistemology.
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These topics include: the externalism/internalism distinction; virtue epistemology; the problem of scepticism; metaepistemological
scepticism; modal epistemology; and the problem of moral luck. All epistemologists will need to come to terms with Pritchard's
original and incisive contribution.
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